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Softball beats Houston to claim its
first Conference USA title -SEE sPORTS,At

)

UCF cornerback shot outside home

)

BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

UCF Football senior cornerback Johnell Neal was
injured in a shooting in his
home town ofBaton Rouge, La.
around 2:30 am. Friday.
Baton Rouge TV station
WAFB reported Friday that
Neal was shot several times in
the arm and chest with an

assault rifle. The incident
occurred in front ofNeal's family home on Wyandotte 1Street.
"Suspects were apparently
hiding beside the house and
waiting for the right opportunity to shoot him while he was
standing in front of the house,"
Baton Rouge Police Department spokesman L'Jean Mcl(neely said to the station.
Mcl(neely also said Neal was

in stable condition Friday
evening and his injuries are not
considered to be life-threatening.
It is not known whether
Neal was the intended target in
the shooting.
Neal recently returned
home with his mother, Charlene Neal, and was planning to
celebrate his recent graduation. He graduated from UCF
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AROUND CAMPUS,A2

AUDITION TO BE NEXT
STAR OF ABC REALITY
SHOWATTHEARENA
Auditions for the next star of the reality
show The Bachelor will take place at
the new UCF Arena on Saturday.The
show is about a single man who will
choose between 25 single females. The
auditions start at 4 p.m.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

FAMILY OF MURDERED
MIAMI MAN WINS
CASE, $94.6 MILLION
Ajudge has awarded $94.6 million in
damages to the family of a former
senior Havana police official whose
relatives claimed in a lawsuit that he
was murdered by Cuban government
agents. The money will come from
frozen Cuban bank assets.

NATION & WORLD, A4

WORST VIOLENCE SINCE
LAST CIVIL WAR BREAKS
OUT IN LEBANON
Heavy fighting broke out Sunday
between supporters of Lebanon's
Western-backed government and
opposition followers in the central
mountains overlooking the capital city
of Beruit, security officials said.
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Many gather to
celebrate the life of
Brent K. Marshall

with a degree in criminal justice May 2.
"I was relieved to have spoken with Johnell and his mother today," head coach George
O'Leary said in a press release
Thursday. "I plan on visiting
them in Baton Rouge. Johnell is
an outstanding leader on this
football team and he knows all
his teammates are thinking of
him.''

Neal was scheduled to
return to Orlando this summer
to begin working on his second
bachelor's
degree while
preparing to use his final year
of football eligibility in the fall
A standout on the Knights'
defense as a junior in 2007,
Neal returned six interceptions
for 159 yards, the second-highest interception return yardage
in a single season at UCR

New bar scores
mixed reviews
JESSICA SAGGIO
News Editor

Move over Don Pablo's, it's
time for a Touchdown.
As summer begins, UCF's
:µewest nightspot TD's-short
for Touchdown's- promises
to liven up those nights too boring for just sitting at home
watching re-runs and Lifetime
movies.
The sports bar opened May
5th in the old Don Pablo's building on University Boulevard.
with their Cinco De Mayo
block party attracting more
than 5000 people. TD's offers a
full-service bar, food service
until 2 am., screen TV's, music
and dancing, according to
Melissa Lavalley, manager of
TD's. TD's is open seven nights
a week from 9 pm to 2 am. It
will begin serving lunch in
early June.
The bar was started by Tim
Smoak and David Swanson in
an effort to offer a different
environment for UCF students
than the traditional college bar.
Both Smoak and Swanson also
own Llquid Cellar, according to
Corey Levy, co-founder of
Knightlyfe, which works in
conjunction with TD's.
"The two owners wanted to
go for a downtown kind of feel
right in your backyard," Lavalley said." It's not like Liquid
Cellar, [Knight]Llbrary, Scoop,
or Devaney's. It's a different
feel When you walk in there,
it's huge, the ceilings are high
and there's no smoking allowed
because we serve food."
Carey Sobel, the other cofounder of Knightlyfe and better known as DJ Sobes, agreed

COREY MAYNARD / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

More than 5,000 people attended the
Cinco De Mayo grand opening ofTD~.

that the bar offers a unique
experience.
''It's an electric atmosphere,"
Sobel said ''Everyone was really excited to see a new building
and a new college bar and it
doesn't smell like throw up,
everything is brand new. It's
clean, it's new and it doesn't
smell"
,
As for students, the bar
sparked very different reactions from person to person.
"[TD's is] a lot newer and
the sound system is amazing,"
said Christine Zangen, a political science major. "It's not gross
like other local bars."
Jared Beaty, a hospitality
management major who also
works security for the bar,
agreed
"The atmosphere is like
Llbrary, but better," Beaty said
''The Dfs are great. I know at
least the other night it was DJ
PLEASE SEE TD'S ON

AB

JESSICA SUNDAY
Staff Writer

Almost inarguably, saying
goodbye to a loved one is the
hardest thing to do. Friends,
family, colleagues and former
students gathered on Saturday, May 3, not to say goodbye
to Dr. Brent K Marshall, but
rather to celebrate the 42 years
of life he spent with them.
Marshall, an associate professor of sociology at UCF,
died Sunday, April 27, from
complications resulting from
a motorcycle accident that
happened on Friday, April 18.
At the home of professor
James Wright and Christine
Stewart, a group of
almost 70 people gathered to share their memories
and
fondest
moments with Marshall
Each guest was asked to
bring a covered dish that
reminded them of the
Washington native. A
large pot of steaming
jambalaya and many of
bottles of Corona Extra and
Yuengling were some of the
food and drinks served in his
honor.
"Brent was not a light beer
kind of guy," said Wright, a
colleague and friend of
Marshall since 2001.
.,,,

Coach accused of
sexual ~ment
Jay Corzine looks at photographs displayed at the"Life Celebration" of the late Brent K.
Marshall. The celebration was held at the home of James Wright and Christine Stewart.

Standing not far from the
photo collage of Marshall that
displayed pictures of him
with fishing buddies and playing with his two dogs, were
his sister and brother-in-law;
Barb and Ed Satushek.

be on the coast again.
In the highest heat of the
day, the guests assembled in
chairs outside the home
under the shade of trees to tell
stories about the professor.
Marshall's older brother,
Brett Marshall, told the
audience how his brother,
who was born premature
and slept in a shoebox during the first part of his life,
took extra time to really get
to know his nieces and
nephews and was a fabuguy,"-JAMESWRIGHT
lous uncle to them.
"I never heard him bad
mouth anybody, except
''He was my baby brother, George Bush," said Brett Marthe light of our family when shall, who br;_ought comedic
he came along," said Barb Sat- relief to the somber audience.
ushek. She said that he grew
Jay Corzine, the departup on the water in Birch Bay ment chair of sociology at
where their family owned a UCF, said that Marshall, who
marina and that she is not surprised he moved to Florida to
PLEASE SEE MARSHALL ON AB
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BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

UCF Baseball's head coach
for nearly 26 seasons was fired
May 1 for being accused of sexual harassment, according to
published reports.
An anonymous university
source confirmed that Jay
Bergman has been accused of
harassment on a team equipment manager, according to an
Orlando Sentinel report on
May3.
Bergman has strongly
denied the allegations, and
UCF has said nothing more
than it's a "personnel issue!'
The university source and
two other sources with knowledge of the allegation told the
Sentinel that Bergman used a
bat to simulate rape on equipment manager Chris Rhyce in
early March.
The three sources said
Rhyce told the university in a
written complaint that he was
held down on the field, fully

clothed, by a
baseball staff
member
before a game
March 7, while
the
players
watched.
Bergman was
Bergman
said to have
grabbed a bat
and shoved it toward Rhyce's
buttocks.
Th~ three sources said
Rhyce claimed to have dealt
with other forms ofharassment
from Bergman for several
months and was fed up when
he reported the latest incident
to his supervisor in March.
''.Anyone who has worked
with me throughout my 40year career knows that I am not
capable of any behavior that is
intentionally disrespectful to
my players or staff," Bergman
said to the Sentinel.
Associate head coach Craig
Cozart was named the team's
PLEASE SEE

COACH ON AB
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UCFNORML
n1arches for the
legalization of
••
n1anJuana

Reality show auditions at Arena
Auditions for the next star
of the ABC show The Bachelor will take place at UCF.
The auditions will be in the
Cypress Room of the Arena
on Saturday, May 17.
For more information, call
407-823-3070.

DONALD THOMANN
For the first time since its inception.
the UCF chapter of the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana
Laws participated in the annual Global
Marijuana March.
On Saturday, May 3, supporters rallied around City Hall in downtown
Orlando, carrying homemade signs,
guitars, drums and a speaker system, in
support of the legalization of marijuana.
NORML and the American Civil
Liberties Union set up tables toward
the back of the crowd where they
handed out fliers with issue information and asked for signatures for a petition in support of a medical marijuana
bill currently circulating the House of
Representatives.
"We probably had a turnout of
about 80 to 100 people, maybe more,"
said Ben Fenton, former president of
UCF NORML, "and the people were
very excited and lively. That's pretty
good for our first time, but I still would
like to have seen a bigger turnout."
During the rally, the protesters
stood in front of City Hall, at the intersection of East South Street and South
Orange Avenue, waving signs and
shouting slogans at passers-by. They
elicited a mix of responses from both
drivers and pedestrians. While some
drivers honked their horns, revved
their engines and gave the protesters
thumbs up, others booed, shook their
heads in disapproval and gave thumbs
down.
Tourists clad in sandals and Hawaiian shirts stopped to take pictures, and
one pedestrian stole a sign and skipped
through the intersection saying, "This
is how you stage a protest."
One even made his disapproval
known by shouting expletives at the
group, while another expressed his
support by flashing at the group of
activists a pipe and bag of marijuana
out of his car window.
Fenton was surprised to find that of
all the passing vehicles, fire trucks and
ambulances seemed unanimously in
support of the cause.
Twice throughout the day the.protesters took to marching through the
streets with drums, megaphones and
petitions at the ready. Their chants,
echoing off the multi-story city buildings, drew out patrons and employees
from local business, most of them
eager to sign the petition.
"Most local businesses were very
receptive of us," said Josh Giesegh, a
member of UCF NORML and one of
the organizers of the march. "We
talked to many of the local shop owners before the event; none of them had
any complaints, and a few even advertised the march in their stores.''
Their second march of the day met
with similar success. However, their
attempt at gaining broad media coverage by rallying in front of Channel 9
News headquarters merely resulted in
a request to keep off the property and a
police escort.
For the most part, the event
occurred without any problems. Earlier in the month the organizers went

New products showcased in Union
The UCF Computer Store
will be hosting a technology
expo for staff and faculty.
It will take place in the
Pegasus Ballroom on Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
They will be showing off
the latest products from
major companies like Dell,
Apple and Sony. Prizes will be
given out.
For more information, call
407-823-2903.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Family of murdered Miami man
wins case, gets millions from Cuba
MIAMI - A judge has
awarded $94.6 million in damages to the family of a former
senior Havana police official
whose relatives claimed in a
lawsuit that he was murdered
by Cuban government agents.
Circuit Judge Robert N.
Scola Jr.'s order Thursday
came in the case of Aldo Vera
Sr., who died in Puerto Rico in
1976. He was a founding membe·r of an anti-Fidel Castro
group.
A 1996 U.S. law allows victims of terrorist groups or
countries like Cuba that are
designated as state sponsors of
terrorism to sue for damages.
Families who have successfully sued Cuba try to recover
awards from Cuban assets
frozen in U.S. bank accounts.
A jury awarded nearly $253
million last month to the children of Rafael del Pino Siero ·a former friend of Castro who
died in jail.

Man in wheelchair s.ues nearly 140
businesses for better access
WEST PALM BEACH Don't let the .wheelchair fool
you. Allen Fox is a one-man
demolition crew.
Just ask the nearly 140 targets of his wrath. With rare
exception, they have been
forced to spend thousands of
dollars to rip out, tear down,
rebuild or renovate their businesses after the 65-year-old
suburban West Palm Beach
man kicked about barriers that
made it difficult, if not impossible, for him to get inside.
"He's a maverick," says
attorney Samuel Aurilio, who
has been Fox's all-important
sidekick in his crusade to get
businesses to comply with the

Today
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Get the body
you deserve
"As a p ed iatrician seeing the epidemic
ofobesity in children firsthand,·I felt it
n ecessary to provide a we ight loss program
that combats this growing problem and
educates the entire family about proper

Allison ttaughton-Oreen, MD, FAAP
Board Certifie<I Pe<liatncian
GeruliedlnBanatrlcs

"I lost 24 lbs. in 2 months,

and I feel great!"

Our physician-supervised weight
management p rog ram and cu stom-tailored
nutritional plan controls hunger, trains your
body to burn fat and teaches you how to
enjoy healthy eating. While on our program,
you will feel increased energy and lose
weight rapidly and safely.
One of the distinctions of our program
is that it is safe for po ~"t partum and
breastfeeding mothers, as well as children 10
years old and above.
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Protesters gathered in front of City Hall in support of marijuana legalization. It was UCF NORML's first time
participating in the Global Marijuana March. They were greeted by supporters and shouting counter-protesters.
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through the tedious and expensive task
of obtaining a permit from city hall.
The permit gave them permission to
hold their protest, but with certain stipulations such as restrictions on marching in the street and blocking intersections.
"In the months leading up to the
march we had to go through city hall
for a permit, insurance and the
approval of the police department and
city council," Giesegh said. "But everything went over smoothly in the end;
we didn't get much police harassment."
An annual, international event, the
Global Marijuana March, began in

1999 as a way for the marijuana subcultures everywhere to unite and
make their opinions known. Now, with
more than 200 cities participating
worldwide, the movement is stronger
than ever, and it shows no signs of
slowing down until its mission has
been accomplished.
''.At the end of the day, the total number of cities that marched worldwide
was about 239. That's millions of people," Giesegh said. "This was the first
time UCF NORML joined in. I can't
speak for everyone, but I can tell you
we'll be taking part every year until
marijuana is made legal.''
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TODAY IN DETAIL

Tuesday

Today: Mostly sunny, with a high

SUNNY

near 86. Northwest wind around 20
mph.
Tonight: Mostly clear, with a low
around 59. West northwest wind
around 15 mph.

High:86°
Low:63°

Wednesday
MOSTLY SUNNY

High:88°
Low:68°

One free copy of the Central Florida Future
pennitted per issue. If aVpilable, additional copies
may be purchased from our office with prior
approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft is a crime.
Violators may be subject to civil and criminal
proseartion and/or University discipline.
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Are you interested in an exciting career?

SELF STO RAGE

Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?
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The Central Florida future is the independent. studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central FlO!ida.
Opinions in the future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff
or the University administration. All content is property of
the CentralRorida Future and may not be reprinted in part
or in whole without permission from the publisher.

Staff Writer

An industry -mixer for the
Themed Entertainment Association will be at the Institute
of Simulation and Training
building on Research Park.
The mixer will showcase
emerging technology in the
future of entertainment,
including virtual reality and
altemati~ reality.
For more information, call
407-882-1333.
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The future of entertainment at UCF
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Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore· students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

·Dr. Alliso n H;1ught.on ·Crecn
mother of twins

Lose 5-10 lbs" the first week
. and 15-20 lbs" the first
month with ou.r medically
supervised weight loss
program.

Incentives· Up to $15,000 tuition per year
include: • $ 9 00 in textbooks reimbursement
• Monthly stipend ($300-$500)
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, R EJUVENATION M EDISPA
& W EIGHT Loss CENTER

O r. Allison H au ghton ~Green, MD, PAAP
12780 Waterford Lakes Parkway, Ste. 100
Orlando, FL 32828
(407) 207-0008
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Permit Regulations:
Apermit is required for all motor
vehicles parked ·on campus.

. 033455 78
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Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked up at the South
Garage or mailed to your home.
Daily permits are available.

Vehicle assistance offered ·
by Parking Services:
• Jumpstart your car
·Calla tow truck
• Inflate .tires
• Give directions

)

Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Online · I

~ t:fllration for ~
.

ingPermt
,. _Required l
~

How to get your parking permit

,!

Order your parking
permit online at
www.park.ing.ud.edu
{complete instructions
are online)

;I

I

•
•
•

Pay for your permit
• Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
• Pay online and opt to pick up your permit.
• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812
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Americans With Disabilities
Act.
Others who have sparred
with Fox use far less generous terms to describe him.
"He's what we like to call
a professional plaintiff," says
attorney Joe Fields, who has
represented many of the
business owners and views
Fox's activities as more of a
shakedown than a humanitarian campaign.
After six years and 139
lawsuits, Fox isn't surprised
- or dismayed - by such
assertions.
"I have no problem being
accused of being a professional whatever," says Fox,
whose childhood polio
returned to put him in a
wheelchair about 10 years
ago. "I do this because I don't
want the sfisabled people
who come after me to go
through what I've had to go
through."
The former Riviera Beach
city councilman is far from
alone. But while most of the
thousands of other Americans With Disabilities Act
lawsuits filed in federal court
in the Southern District of
Florida are on behalf of people associated with disabled
advocacy groups, Fox flies
solo.
When he visits a car dealership, restaurant, gas station
or shopping center that
doesn't have enough handicapped parking spaces or
grab bars in the bathrooms,
where counters are too high,
doors are too narrow or
other obstacles to the disabled are found, he gives
Aurilio a call.
Fox says he has tried to
get business owners to make
corrections voluntarily.
Still, he says , the law has
been on the books for 18
years. "How did they not get
the memo?" he says.

1

1
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Hezbollah supporters smoke as they sit on the highway leading to Beruit's international
airport, still dosed with sand barriers in Beruit, Lebanon. Many roads remain blocked.

Worst violence since last civil
war breaks out in Lebanon

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

New scholarships for West
Virginia colleges come from coal
CHARLESTON, W. Va. Coal mine operator Massey
Energy is planning to put
more than $1 million into college and postgraduate scholarships over the next five
years.
The Richmond, Virginia
company says the money will
go to Central Appalachian
students pursuing degrees in
engineering and health care.
Chief Executive Don
Blankenship calls Friday's
announcement the best
investment his company can
make in the region because it
will help bright students who
need financial help achieve a
higher education. Blankenship says it also fits the
region's needs for medical
professionals and mining
engineers.
Separately, Massey says it
is giving the Logan County
Commission $100,000 for
projects such as a new sports
fields and a swimming pool
and
pledging
another
$200,000 over the next two
years.

Legislative audit of student loan
companies has no jurisdiction
HELENA, Mont. - The
state legislative auditor said
his office cannot conduct a
performance audit of two
Montana student loan agencies, as requested by the
Board of Regents, because it
lacks jurisdiction.
Regents requested the
audit at their April 29 meeting. Legislative Auditor Scott
Seacat responded this week
that the Student Assistance
Foundation and Montana
Higher Education Student
Assistance Corp. are not state
agencies.
Seacat cited the death of a
2007 bill by Rep. John Musgrove, D-Havre, that would
have given the legislative
auditor full access to the
agencies' financial records.
He called the bill's defeat a
"persuasive indication that
the Legislature did not intend
to expand my audit jurisdiction" over the ~ntities.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 0
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New book by former friend
claims OJ. Simpson confessed

LOS ANGELES A
BEIRUT, Lebanon
Heavy fighting broke out memorabilia dealer who
Sunday between supporters profited from O.J. Simpson
of Lebanon's Western- for many years is the latest
backed government and former crony to write a tellopposition followers in the all book, this one alleging a
central mountains overlook- groggy Simpson, high on
ing the capital, security offi- marijuana, confessed to
killing his ex-wife after he
cials said
The violence came after was acquitted.
Mike Gilbert also claims
overnight clashes in northern
Lebanon left one woman he helped his furmer friend
dead, bringing the toll across wiggle out of the murder
the country for the past five charges by suggesting how
days to 38 - the worst sec- to bloat his hands so they
tarian
·violence
since wouldn't fit the notorious
Lebanon's 1975-1990 civil war. bloody gloves.
Gilbert's book, "How I
Sunday's
fighting
between pro-government . Helped O.J. Get Away With
supporters of Druse leader Murder: The Shocking
Walid Jumblatt and Shiite Inside Story of Violence,
Regret
and
gunmen started in Aytat Loyalty,
around 2 p.m., involving Remorse" (Regnery Pubexchanges of rocket and lishing, 232 pages, $27.95), is
machine gunfire. There also due in stores Monday. It was
were sporadic gunbattles in released to The Associated
Press in advance.
the eastern Bekaa Valley.
The streets of Beirut, the
He said Simpson had
focus of bloody sectarian smoked pot, took a sleeping
clashes between Sunnis and pill and was drinking beer
Shiites for four days, were when he confided at his
largely deserted on Sunday,·a Brentwood home weeks
day off in Lebanon. However, after his trial what hapmany
roads
remained pened the night of June 12,
blocked by the ongoing civil 1994. Simpson said he went
to his ex-wife's condominidisobedience campaign.
The street fighting is latest um, but did not bring a knife·
tum in a test ofwills between with him. Simpson told him
the Hezbollah-led opposition Nicole Brown Simpson had
and the government of Prime one in her hand when she
Minister Fuad Saniora. The opened the door.
U.S.-backed government has
In a soft mumble, Simponly a slim majority in parlia- son told him: "If she hadn't
ment, and the-two sides have opened that door with a
been locked in a 17-month knife in her hand ... she'd
power struggle. The dead- still be alive."
"Nothing more needed to
lock has prevented parliament from electing a presi- be said," Gilbert-writes. "O.J.
dent, leaving the country had confessed to me.
without a head of state since There's no doubt in my
mind."
November.
Hezbollah leader Hassan
Nicole Brown Simpson
Nasrallah said Thursday the and her friend Ronald Golddecisions amounted to a dec- man were stabbed to death
laration of war and he at the entrance to her condemanded they be revoked dominium. The knife was
His Shiite forces then over- never found.
ran large swaths of West
Simpson's
current
lawyer Yale Galanter said
Beirut.
The rout was a blow for none of Gilbert's claims are
Washington, which has long true and that Gilbert is "a
considered Hezbollah a ter- delusional drug addict who
rorist group and condemns needs money. He's fallen on
its ties to Syria and Iran. The very hard times. He is in
Bush administration has trouble with the IRS."
been a strong supporter of
Saniora's government and its Supply boat carrying rice and
army for the last three years.
dean water to Myanmar sinks
YANGON, Myanmar A Red Cross boat carrying
Tomados terrorize midwest
and southeast, killing 19
rice and drinking water for
PICHER, Okla. - Many cyclone victims sank Sunday,
have fled this depressed, while the death toll jumped
pollution-scarred mining to more than 28,000 and aid
town. Those who have cho- groups warned of a humanisen to stay or have not yet tarian catastrophe.
The double-decker boat
relocated face a new
that sank was carrying supheartache.
A
tornado
ripped plies for more than 1,000
through a 20-block swath of people and was the first Red
Picher late Saturday after- Cross shipment to the disasnoon, killing at least seven ter area, the International
people. The same storm sys- Federation of Red Cross and
tem then moved into south- Red Crescent Societies said.
west Missouri where torna- All four relief workers on
does took the lives of at least board were safe, it said.
"This is a great loss for the
12 others, authorities said.
On Sunday, storms rum- Myanmar Red Cross and for
bled across Georgia, killing the people who need aid so
at least one per~on in urgently," said Aung Kyaw
Dublin, about a 121 miles Htut;the distribution team
southeast of Atlanta, author- leader of the Myanmar Red
ities said. Weather officials Cross.
had not yet confirmed
The sinking was the latest
whether the storms pro- setback for distribution of
duced any tornadoes.
aid following Cyclone NarGeorgia Power officials gis. Though international aid
say at least 80,000 residents has started to trickle in,
are without electricity almost all foreign relief
across the state, mostly con- workers have been barred
centrated in the metro entry into the isolated
Atlanta area and the Macon nation. The junta says it
wants to hand out all donatarea.
In Oklahoma, Highway ed supplies on its own.
Patrol Lt. George Brown
The boat was making the
said Picher's victims includ- 12-hour journey from Yaned an infant. He said at least gon to Mawlamyinegyun
three people were con- when it hit a submerged tree
trunk and began taking water
firmed missing.
Ottawa County Emer- near Bogalay town, which
gency Manager Frank was extensively damaged by
Geasland said dozens of the cyclone, the IFRC said
people were injured, some
seriously.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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UCF lends a hand
with robotic amt

Grad programs achieve top 100

list of commands, said DaeEditor-in-chief
fm Kim. a research associate
on the project.
Researchers at the Uni'We remember the codes
versity of Central Florida are now, but before, we had to
working to extend a robotic really look at the codes all of
hand to people with limited the time for anything," Kim
mobility.
said.
Aman Behal, an assistant
Price will be an issue for
professor in the School of the finalized product, so
Electrical Engineering and researchers are careful about
Computer Science, is in what materials go into it.
charge of the project, which Brandon Gilzean, a UCF stufalls under the area of "assis- dent who works on the sentive robotics," robotic sys- sors used by the arm, said he
tems that help people with is careful not to choose items
medical conditions.
that will break the bank.
The goal of the project,
"I'm not looking at the
which implements a robotic very high-priced sensors,
arm called the Manus, is to mainly just the ones that do
create an interface that can the job," Gilzean said.
recognize
and retrieve
The system is in design at
objects with minimal input the NanoScience Technology
from the user.
Center. The center, located in
"It is easy for robots to go Research Park, is home to
from one point to another, many research · projects in
but what if they are not given different areas of science,
a point?" Behal said.
many of them on the atomic
The reason behind the scale.
simplification is that those
Jeffrey Anderson, associwho will be using the robotic ate director of the center,
arm are those lacking in explained that even somemobility and dexterity. The thing like Behal's assistive
robotic arm, which is about robotics project could have
the size of a suitcase, is made impact on other areas of
to be mounted on a wheel- research in the center. One
chair and is specifically day, the input for the arm
designed for those with lim- could be controlled by the
ited upper-body control.
brainwaves of the user,
The easy-to-use system Anderson said.
was made possible by the
"Science is collective, so
addition of cameras and sen- what you can do is take that
sors. The end product is a system and have an interface
touch screen with two to the brain," Anderson said.
modes. The first is manual, "To do that work, you must
giving the user the ability to resolve problems at the
maneuver the electronic ann nanometer level."
in various directions. The
Marcos Hernandez, a
second is automatic, allow- UCF student, said that knowing the user to simply push ing the goal of the end prod"go" to send the arm out, uct is encouraging.
have it recognize a target
"Definitely, much of the
object, then grip and retrieve motivation ofworking here is
it.
eventually helping someone
The system's progress has who is in need of it," Hernancome in stages. Originally, dez said.
the arm was moved by comThe final system is being
mands inputted through two tested at the Orlando Regionsmall black pads. That was al Medical Center, with some
not very easy because any- of the funding for the project
one working on it had to con- coming from the National
stantly refer back to a long Multiple Sclerosis Society.

Five of UCF's graduate
programs were ranked among
the 100 best in the nation,
according to a 2009 U.S. News
& World Report that was
recently released.
Toe report ranked more
than 1,500 graduate school
programs and collected data
from more than 12,000.
"The fact that UCF bas five
programs that are highly
ranked is a great achievement.
UCF should be very proud,"
said Bill Edmonds, the director of communications for the
Florida Board of Governors.
"This is the result of years of
work by President John Hitt
to beef up the graduate program."
According to a UCF News
and Information article, 28
doctoral programs, 97 master's degree programs and
three specialist-level programs were available in the
fall, more than double what
was available in 2000.
In addition, the graduate
enrollment was 7,211 in fall
2007 compared to 4,953 10
years ago.
UCF's
electrical
engineering -program was
ranked higher than any other
UCF program, coming in at
65.
"Electrical engineering bas
consistently been a great program," said Patricia Bishop,
vice provost and dean of graduate studies at UCF. "They
have strong leadership and
good retention rates with the
students."
Michael Georgiopoulos,
the electrical engineering and
CpE Program coordinator,
said the ranking was because
of the staff.
"The reason for the reputation of Electrical Engineering
is primarily due to the faculty
that we have acquired over
the years," Georgiopoulos
said.
He said the department
bas recently hired a member
of the National Academy of

JEFFREY RILEY

JENNIFER ROSS
Contributing Writer

He said the quality of the
students in the program has
also been increasing. The
average GRE scores for
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGJNEERJNG
admitted students have gone
The Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECt) at the
up
to 1300 to 1400, up from
University of Central Florida currently offers Masters and Doctorate_
D.00to1200.
(Ph.D) degrees in two programs: Computer Engineering and Electrical
This year the National SciEngineering
ence Foundation Faculty
Early Career Development
award, otherwise known as
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS
the NSF CAREER award, was
The Master of Science in Physics degree is flexibly designed to
given ito three students: Saiful
prepare students for the widest possible range of industrial careers or·
Khondaker, Andre Gesquiere
further study at the doctoral level, according to student interests and
andLeiZhai
goals.
Toe physics department is
looking forward to the comEngineering, Marwan Simaan. U.S. Senate graduated from pletion of a new Physical Science Building in 2009 that will
Georgiopoulos said that the same program at UCE
Batarseh said, "While we allow them to be even more
organization is one of the
most prestigious organiza- were already providing successful in the future, Bhattions an engineer can be a among the best-quality gradu- tacharya said.
Bishop said developing a
member of and greatly ate prograiµ to our students,
enhances the reputation of their entry into industry and strategic strength for each
other universities greatly rais- department and putting the
UCF.
In an e-mail interview, Issa es outside opinions of our right resources into the proBatarseh, the program direc- school as others realize the grams is what creates "very
tor, said, "We were able to hire intelligence and capabilities fine programs."
She said she was very
15 outstanding faculty in the of our £RCS graduates."
In addition to the electrical proud to see the public
past three searches."
program, administration
program
In addition to hiring some engineering
world-renowned professors, education's graduate program show up for the very first
Georgiopoulos says the mnn- ranked 75, physics was 86, time. The program offers one
ber and quality of students speech-language pathology of the most popular master's
87,
and
public programs on campus, the
joining
the
electrical was
nonprofit
management
engineering program is also administration was 90.
Physics Graduate Coordi- master's program, because it
increasing.
He said a number of stu- nator Aniket Bhattacharya is one of only two in the coundents have received the very credits the department's suc- try, she said. She also added
competitive national fellow- cess to the new department that the program has won a
ships, which are not easy to chair, Talat Rahman, who has national award for having an
come by. Out of the 2,000 or brought a lot of external fund- innovative curriculum and
3,000 students who compete ing and convinced the dean of does a tremendous amountof
nationally; only about 10 per- the College of Sciences to outreach and service learning
cent actually get the fellow- increase enrollment in the in the community.
program.
ships, he said.
BJ.Shop is also very excited
He also said the hiring of about the four new master's
According
to
Georgiopoulos, two students new faculty from distin- programs that will be availhave recently received the guished institutions such as able in the fall There will be a
most prestigious fellowships Cornell and MIT bas greatly Master's of Science Technologiven by the National Science improved the reputation and gy, Master's of Science in Digquality of the program.
Foundation.
ital Forensics, Master's in
This year, 20 new students Applied
After graduating, many
Learning
and
electrical engineering stu- are expected to join the pro- Instruction, and a Master's of
dents have had extremely suc- gram, which will be a record Science in Biotechnology
cessful
careers, high considering the program added to the graduate
Georgiopoulos said. The vice typically only recruits 10-12 degrees.
· president of research at students, he said.
"UCF is changing in such a
"This has been possible big way," Bishop said. "The
Google got his doctorate from
the computer science branch because the president and next 10 years are going to be
of the electrical engineering provost have enormously some of the biggest growth
with
us," years in the history of this
program, and the chief cooperated
institution."
information officer for the Bhattacharya said.

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
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Stories shared to honor Marshall
FROM A1

TD's Facebook has
2,000 members
.

joined the department in 2000, was good
in the classroom and an even better
teacher with the students one on one.
Marshall's main focus in his field of
study was environmental sociology. In
2005, he was chosen by the American
Sociological Association to be part of the
Gulf Coast Disaster Research l'eam
dedicated to discussing the long-term
effects of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita
along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico.
According to a faculty spotlight on the
professor in 2005, Marshall was chosen
because of his activity in the field of disaster relief and his personal connection to
New Orleans, since he was a former resident of the area.
"He will be remembered for making
UCF more of an environmentally-friendly
institution," Corzine said.
"The E;nvironmental Center is looking
into dedicating the pavilion in the natural
areas to Brent [Marshall]," said Alaina
Bernard. an assistant director and environmental steward of the UCF Environmental
Center.
"He had a spiritual relationship to the
earth," said Wright.
Friends at the ceremony said that Marshall was a major figure in the field of soci-

FROM A1

AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Friends and family gather to celebrate the life of Professor Brent Marshall May 3. The event was environmentally friendly
and all paper products were biodegradable to honor Marshall's passion and spiritual relationship with the environment.

ology, and that his hard work was paying
off. Many also told stories of how he was
the first friend they had when they moved
to Orlando, citing times when they would
go out to a bar with him, watch a basketball game together or even bake cookies.
One reflection of his personality
adorned the food table in the form of a card
that read, ''Please note: All paper goods on

this table are 100% biodegradable and
recyclable:' Stewart said that it embodied
exactly what Marshall was about.
''You don't realize when your brother is
so far away how many lives he has
touched," said Brett Marshall after hearing
many tales of the kindness his brother
showed to so many people in the Orlando
area.

Sobes and he did a really good
job of getting everyone int<? it.
You also had a lot more girls
up on stage dancing."
However, some students
didn't think it was all it was
cracked up to be.
''Right now, as a bar alone,
it doesn't have anything that
makes you want to go there
opposed to anywhere else/'
said Jee Shum, an athletic
training major. "Eventually it's
going to be a nice place to go,
it just isn't fancy yet."
Cara Paley, a psychology
major agreed
"TD's was OK," said Paley.
"It was fun because I went on
Cinco De Mayo and a lot of
people were there. The
atmosphere appeared like
Don Pablo's, but with people
partying in it. It wasn't redone
at all and [was] not very clean;
the bathrooms were disgusting."
Beaty argued that the bar is
working to keep the place
clean among the rowdy
crowds.
"It's pretty clean for the
most part, yeah you're going
to have the usual stuff being
dropped on the floor throughout the night, but that's all
cleaned up by the end of the
night," Beaty said
On the other hand, some
students were turned off right
away by the $15 cover charge

for the Cinco De Mayo event
However, Devalley assure~
the high cover charge was due
soley to the event and dailYi
covers will be between $5 and

$7.

"Cinco De Mayo would
have been amazing at TD's,
yet the cover fee was absurd
for any college student to pay,"
said Cash Graner, a political
science major. "Overall, wish
could've gone, but my pocket
didn't allow that plus drinks."
As far as security is concerned, Beaty said that the
Orlando Police Departmen
has been making appearances
and the staff of bouncers ·
united to keep fights and misJ
conduct to a minimum.
"Right now it's fine and
pretty calm," said Beaty. 'Tve
been told by other security
guards that it's a better crowd
than other campus bars per
say. I haven't had any problems. If you ask somebody to
chill out, most ofthe time they
just walk away and they're
fine."
However, just like most
bars, Devalley said students
will just have to come and
check the place out and see it
for themselves to make a good
evaluation.
For more information
about TD's visit their Facebook group titled. ''TD's."
Contributing writer .A.man.c
da Zike contributed to this

story.

•
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Students pack into TD's, which opened in the old Don Pablo's May 5. The building has
been redone and is one of the only non-smoking bars near UCF.

Coach denies claims
FROM A1
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interim head coach for the rest
of the 2008 s~on, but a press
release issued May 1 said a
national search for UCF's fifth
head baseball coach would
begin immediately.
"My only comment is that
all of us aie grateful for the
opportunity [Bergman] has
given us, the foundation he set
for our program;' Cozart said
on May 8, "and we're going to
go out in the next few games
and try to represent this university and this baseball program for what it truly is."
Calls to Bergman's attorney, Jill Schwartz, were not
returned, but in a statement
issued May 2, she said. "Coach
Bergman categorically denies
that he engaged in any coilduct that would warrant his
termination."
"When confronted with
the University's concern,
[Bergman] simply requested
an opportunity to address the
issues in a professional manner. Instead, while Coach
Bergman was traveling to
Tampa for a night game, he
was ambushed with a demand
that he resign in less than a 48hour period if he wished to
avoid being fired," Schwartz
said in the statement.
Rhyce's attorney, Thomas
Pilacek, said that he had no
comment. In an interview
with the Sentinel, Rhyce said.
"I can certainly understand
the admiration from the community
towara.
Coach
Bergman. It's regrettable that
his actions led to this."
Rhyce had been a paid
intern with the team since
August of 2007. According to ·
the UCF Baseball media
guide, he spent the 2003 and
2006 spring-training seasons
working in baseball operations for the New York Yankees. He also interned in the
marketing department at
Florida State University, from
which he graduated in 2005
with a degree in sports management.
After he informed the university of the incident with
Bergman, Rhyce was transferred to another position at
UCF.
Bergman was closing in on
1.000 wins at VCF before his

26th year with the Knights,
ending with 10 games remaining in the regular season. He
fmished with a 994-594-3
record at UCF, and is 1,210-7073 in his coaching career, which
spans 40 seasons in colleg~
baseball
He entered this season
with the 22nd-most Division
I coaching wins of all time.
He won six conference titles
at UCF. In 2001, the Knightsdebuted their new horn~
park, Jay Bergman Field. H~
had the most wins and w~
the longest-tenured coach at
UCF.
"Jay's record speaks fo
itself over the years," said UC~
Director of Athletics Keitll
Tribble, ·w ho would not co
ment on why Bergman w
fired. "I don't know many
ple who have accomplishe
what he did. He's one that'
been highly regarded ove
many years."
But the team has struggle
since moving from th
Atlantic Sun Conference t
the more competitive Confer
ence USA in 2006. The
Knights went a combined 12
36 in Bergman's first two seasons in C-USA The Knights
were 5-13 in conference this
season when Bergman was
fired
Schwartz described the
allegations to the Sentinel as
"grossly exaggerated" and
said the university needed a
reason to get rid of the coach
because the team's decline in,
recent years.
However, Bergman hasn't
been without incident at ucJ:i
In 2006, he was suspended for
one game for putting ·
hands on the neck of a fresh:
man pitcher in the dugout
between innings.
Cozart did say he is "sad
and
disappointed"
for
Bergman, but also that ''there
are games to be played and
games to be won, so that's
what we're trying to focus on"
No players would comment
on the allegations.
Bergman was fired with
two years left on a three-year
contract he signed prior to the
2007 season. Tribble said the
university doesn't have to pay
Bergman for those remaining
years on his $82,036-per-season contract;
I
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om
_ _)
l} Whi hever comes first. See dealer for details. 2) Excludes all hybrid.

m dels and 2008 Chevy Corvette 206. 3) XM Ra~10 requires subsc 1pt1on,

50 d ~eparately after first 90 days. Not available in AK or Hf See your

dealer for details 4) Call 1 888.4_.ONSTAR (466 7827) or visit onstar.com
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CHEVROLET

BUICK

PONTIAC

GMC

SATURN

HUMMER

SAAB

CADILLAC

The marks of General Motors, its dlvisfons, slogans. emblems, vehicle model names, vehicle body designs and other marks appearing in this ad are the trademarks and/or service marks of General Motors
Corpor.ition, its subsidiaries, affiliates or flcensors. ©2008 GM Corp. Buckle up, America!
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KNIGHTS

I COUGARS

,·Knights take 2
from Blazers

SPORTS

WRAP

UCF rallies Friday, cruises Saturday

BASKETBALL

BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

Knights take C-USA tourney, Lane gets MVP

MAGIC LOSE 90-89 TO PISTONS,
FALL DOWN 3-1 IN SERIES
Richard Hamilton scored 32 points and
Hedo Turkoglu missed a layup with time
running out as the Detroit Pistons beat
the Orlando Magic 90-89 to take a 3-1
lead in their Eastern Conference semifinal
series.
The Pistons became the first team to
win on the road in the second round this
postseason, and can clinch their sixth
consecutive conference finals appearance
with awin in Detroit on Tuesday.
The Pistons controlled the tempo in the
second half after falling behind by 15
points in the third quarter. They pounded
Dwight Howard in the paint and deflated
the Magic's transition game, which
fueled their Game 3 win.
Still, Orlando had achance late in the
game - actually afew of them.
Down by apoint out ofthe timeout
after Prince's basket, Turkoglu held the
ball at the top of the key as time wound
down, then missed acontested layup in
the lane. Howard's follow also was no
good, and neither player drew the foul
they wanted.Jameer Nelson also missed
one of two foul shots with 44 seconds
left, which would've tied the game.
Tayshaun Prince scored 17 for Detroit,
including an 11-foot runner for the goahead basket with 8.9 seconds left.
Howard came up small for the Magic,
as he scored just eight points on 3-of-12
shooting.

PHOTOS BY GREGORY TERRITO / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Softball team defeated the University of Houston Cougars to win its first {onference USA championship on Saturday.
Freshman Tiffany Lane (bottom) earned (-USA Tournament MVP after going 3-for-4 at the plate with a home run and 2 RBIs Saturday.

ZACH PARDES
Staff Writer

D'ANTONI HEADS EAST TO
TAKE BIG MONEY FROM N.Y.
Mike D'Antoni has agreed to become
the head coach of the New York Knicks,
bringing his entertaining offensive style
from the Phoenix Suns to ateam coming
off one of the worst seasons in franchise
history.
The Knicks released astatement
Saturday night saying they had agreed in
principle with D'Antoni and that apress
conference would be held once the
contract had been completed.
D'Antoni's contract offer is reportedly
for $24 million over four years, making
him one ofthe NBA's highest-paid
coaches. The Chicago Bulls also .
interviewed D'Antoni for their coaching
job.
The 57-year-old D'Antoni led the Suns
to a55-27 record last season and was
coach ofthe year in 2005. He had a232% regular-season record the past four
years, but the Suns were eliminated in
the first round by San Antonio last
month. The Suns then gave D'Antoni
permission to pursue other openings.

BASEBALL

PADRES' MADDUX RECORDS
350TH MLB VICTORY
Greg Maddux became the ninth
pitcher in big league history to win 350
games, reaching the plateau in his fifth
try and leading the San Diego Padres to a
3-2 win over the Colorado Rockies on
Saturday night
With Adrian Gonzalez hitting athreerun homer and the Padres ending afivegame losing streak, Maddux limited the
Rockies to an unearned run - set up by
his three-base throwing error - and
three hits in six innings. He recorded one
strikeout and no walks.
The 42-year-old Maddux (3-3)
improved to 350-217 in 23rd big league
seasons. It's another milestone to go
along with his four NL Cy Young Awards,
one World Series championship and a
record 17 Gold Glove Awards.
Maddux said in apost-game press
conference that while 350 wins is anice
achievement, it's still May, not October,
and the Padres have struggled in the first
six weeks ofthe season.
It was just the fifth win in 23 games for
the Padres (13-24), who entered
Sunday's action with worst record in the
majors. Trevor Hoffman pitched the ninth
for his sixth save in eight chances,
extending his big league career record to
530.
~
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After only three seasons of
Conference USA play, the
UCF Softball team made its
mark in the league with a 2008
C-USA Championship in a 4-2
victory over Houston on Saturday at the Cougar Softball
Stadium.
A dominant and productive offense helped the
Knights (46-18 overall) power
past the Cougars (50-9) and
their starting pitcher, senior
Angel Shamblin, the C-USA
Pitcher of the Year for the
third consecutive season.
"There's no better feeling
than to know that all the hard
work paid off," senior designated player Cat Snapp said.
'We are so thankful and proud
to win. It's exciting and
rewarding to win the conference."
The Knights sealed the victory after freshman shortstop
Tiffany Lane's two-run home
run in the sixth inning, one of
ll UCF hits, the most Shamblin has given up all season. .
Lane, who went 3-for-4 at
the plate with a home run, two
runs scored and two RBIs in
the championship game,
earned tournament MVP for
her performance throughout
the three games.
"I just played my best and
did everything I've been
taught," Lane said "I worked
really hard for that and I'm
glad I got it, especially as a
freshman. I want to thank
everyone for believing in me
and the team.''
Head coach Renee LuersGillispie said she was proud of
Lane's exceptional play under
pressure.
"TrlTany, man, what a huge
hit she had," Luers-Gillispie
said "She's come up for us and
helped us out throughout the
season. Being MVP of the
tournament, it was definitely a
great opportunity for her as a
freshman to come up big on
that game."
Also making the all-tournament team was first baseman
Breanne Javier, third baseman
Hillary Barrow, pitcher Allison Kime and outfielder Marquita Council.
The Knights' offense was
complimented by disciplined
defense and a solid performance by Kim~ in the circle. She
struck out seven batters and
allowed only one earned run
on seven hits.
"I'm happy I finally
brought my 'A' game against
Houston because for the
past three years in the regular season, I haven't been too
good," Kime said. "It's finally
nice to pitch a good game

The UCF Baseball team
rode the offensive momentum
it received from crushing
Tulane on May 4 and beating
South Florida on Tuesday right
into the first two games of its
weekend series against UAB.
The Knights overcame a 9-3
deficit and trailed three times
on Friday, but that offense kept
them alive for a thrilling 13-12
victory in 10 innings. The
Knights played a better allaround game Saturday, recording a 6-1 win and clinching a
spot in next week's Conference
USA Championship.
After the Knights lost five
consecutive games in which
they combined for 18 runs and
saw their postseason chances
teetering, they rallied for 40
runs on 50 hits in those four
games, all wins.
'We've got the swagger
back," catcher Robert l.ara said.
'We lost it, and now we're just
trying to get it back."
The Knights kept stringing
runs together and were able to
climb out of that six-run hole
Friday in just four innings. They
fought their way back to a tie in
the bottom of the seventh.
Trailing 10-7, UCF's Tyson Auer
sliced Billy Lichtner's pitch
down the right-field line.
Though it didn't look like much
at first, the ball drifted farther
and farther and was able to
barely clear the fence.

The final three innings of
the game turned into a classic
back-and-forth battle.
C-USA's leading hitter Ryan
Keedy made the first move of
the later innings as he smashed
a homer to right field to put the
Blazers back on top in the top of
the eighth inning, ll-10. UCF's
Shane Brown provided an
answer two pitches into the
bottom of the eighth with a
home run that hit off the newly
installed video screen in rightcenter field
"I hit it off my face," Brown
said ''It was pretty cooL"
After UCF's Justin Weiss
and UAB's Robert Brewster
held each side scoreless in the
ninth, the Blazers reclaimed the
lead in the 10th, which began
with a walk from Keedy. After
he stole second, Luke Stewart
singled softly into center field
Auer's throw to the plate was
on target, but Lara forgot to
hold the ball as he slid to his left
to tag Keedy.
.
Yet, Brown struck right
back, opening the bottom ofthe
inning by lining a pitch over the
left-field wall for his second
home run of the night.
Ryan Richardson followed
with a one-out double and
moved to third on a balk by
Brewster. The Blazers brought
their infield in an attempt to cut
off Richardson at the plate, but
the defensive strategy proved
useless as Eric Kallstrom lined
PLEASE SEE
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against them."
of their own in the the third
Kime's
24
strikeouts Baillie Lott reached first on a
throughout the three-day single and soon after
tournament were the second- advanced to second after a
most in a C-USA tournament wild pitch by Kime. Lott then
series, only one shy of the capitalized on a throwing
record
error on Christa Raley's bunt.
"She pitched a heck of a
The Cougars tied the score
. game and gave us the opportu- in the fifth on three consecunity to win it," Luers-Gillispie tive singles, including an RBI
said about Kime. ''With Allison single by Jennifer Klinkert.
UCF's Ashley Van Ryn led
pitching, she kept us in the
game, and the bats came off the sixth inning with a sinthrough when they needed to." gle, setting the stage for Lane's
Freshmen Abby McClain game-winning two-run shot
and Lane also took their shots over the right-field fence.
at the record books. Lane tied
"I feel so thankful and overfor second in both hits and whelmed with excitement to
total bases, and McClain's pair have accomplished our goal,"
of doubles tied for second as Van Ryn said "I am so proud
well.
of the entire team for sticking
The first two innings of the together and believing in each
contest were a scoreless pitch- other this whole season."
er's duel with Kime and ShamThe Knights also took
blin at the top of their games. down Southern Mississippi
However, McClain put herself and UTEP during their quest
in scoring position after crush- for the title.
ing a double off the rightUCF took a quick lead
center field fence at the start of against the Lady Eagles on
the third inning.
opening day of the C-USA
Lane reached first and Championship
Thursday.
advanced McClain to third Barrow blasted a three-run
after a bunt. Trying to throw shot over the right-field wall
out Lane on her stolen base, in the first inning, scoring both
Houston catcher Elaina Nord- Council and Javier to give
strom committed an error that UCF a 3-2 lead. Kime made
allowed McClain to score the the slim lead stand up as she
first run of the game. Soon recorded first win of the tourafter, Javier put UCF up by two nament.
with a single up the middle
Another strong performthat allowed Lane to touch ance by Kime contributed to a
home.
3-0 UCF win over UTEP in
Houston was quick to
PLEAsE SEE KIME ON A12
resptmd, though, scoring a run
'

UCF pitcher Mitch Herold was at his best versus the UAB Blazers in the Knights' 6-1 win
Saturday night. He allowed just 2 hits, no walks and no runs in 7 innings of work.

Golf finishes 17th
in NCAA regional
RYAN BASS

Knights individually was May
Tomimbang, who posted the
best mark of her career with a
The third time around 2-under-par 70 mi Saturday.
seemed to be the charm for Tomimbang recorded five
coach Emilee Klein and her
birdies during her round,
UCF Women's Golf team.
which
ranked fourth-best on
Klein's third season ·a t the
the
day
in the field of 108
helm for the Knights proved to
golfers.
be the best since 2002, as UCF
Stephanie Connelly also
made an a,ppearance in the
posted
her best round of the
NCAA East Regional - its
tournament,
notching a 77 on
firstregional appearance since
the South Regional in Baton the final day.
Rouge, La, in 2002 - and fin- · Overall, Tomimbang finished first for the Knights in
ished tied for 17th place.
"We ·d id not play exactly the tournament individually
how we wanted to, but we with a 10-over-par 226, folhung in there and I'm really lowed by Jessy Tang, Leigh
proud of the season we had," Crosby, Connelly and Katie
Klein said in a press release. Detlefsen.
The fifth-ranked Florida
"This was our first trip to
regionals under my watch ,a nd Gators edged No. I-seeded
it was a great experience. We Duke to claim the team title at
can build on this for next year the event.
so we can make another run at
Florida and Duke will welnationals."
come Georgia, Auburn, VirThe tournament, which ginia, South Carolina, Wake
took place at the University of Forest and Furman to the
Georgia from May 8-10, fielded NCAA Championships on
21 teams with the Knights plac- May 20-23 in Albuquerque,
ing 17th in each of the three N.M., an event the Knights
rounds.
failed to make after they ended
On the final day, UCF post- in 17th place all three rounds.
ed their best round of the tourTang led the Knights with a
nament with a 18-over-par 307, 2-over-par 74 on the opening
but found themselves in a tie day of the tournament on
with Tennessee in the team Thursday to propel UCF to a
standings in 17th place.
1 PLEASE SEE UCF ON A12 f
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Track and field racks up records
•

The UCF Track and Field
team made its only true home
event of the season - and the
first for coach Caryl Smith
Gilbert - a special meet as
the Knights set five NCAA
regional-qualifying marks or
times, and broke two school
records Saturday at the UCF
Invitational.
The Knights have racked
up 10 NCAA regional qualifying marks or times this sea-

son, which is the most in
school history, eclipsing the
record of eight in 2004 and
2005. The Knights' 4-by-100
meter woman's relay team
came in second behind Kentucky, but set a school record
with a regional qualifying
time of 45.47 seconds. Lizzie
Harris, who is part of that
relay squad, finished second
in the 400-meter hurdles and
qualified for the NCAAs with

a time of 59.8 seconds.
Dione Thomas in the triple
jump and LaKendra Thames.
in the shot put also qualified
for the NCAA regionals.
The UCF Invitational
marked the final event for the
Knights before they headed to
El Paso, Texas, for the start of
the Conference USA Championships on Thursday. The
tournament is a three-day
meet that is hosted by UTEP.

"This was a good way to go
into the conference meet,"
Smith Gilbert said in a press
release. 'We leave Wednesday
for El Paso and I thought this
was a good tune-up for our
team,
breaking
school
records, qualifying for regionals and setting [personal
records]."

WOMEN'S ROWING
The victories have also

The

continued to pile up for the
UCF Women's Rowing team,
as its lightweight boat was victorious at the Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia on Saturday.
The Knights beat a tough field
of lightweight boats, including No. 9 Lehigh, No. ll Virginia Tech, No. 12 Buffalo and
No. 13 Duquesne.
The Knights beat the Bulls
by 17 seconds in the first heat
of the day. After a five-hour
break, the Knights were then
first to cross the finish line in
the final heat, posting a time
of 6:45.102. UCF defeated the

All

second-place Hokies in the
final heat by 11 seconds.
It was the rowing team's
fifth win in its last three
meets, and the lightweight
team has earned the past two
triumphs. Saturday's win also
clinched a spot for the
Knights into the IRA National
Championship in June.
The Knights take to the
water again May 17-18 at the
South/Central Sprints in Oak
Ridge, Tenn.
-COMPILED BY BRIAN MURPHY
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Employment Workshop for
International Students
May 22, 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Barbara Ying Center
New information on OPT extensions and
changes in OPT policies will be presented.
Students will rece~ve OPT and CPT handouts,
tips and a checklist. Immigration Advisers will
be available to answer student questions.

On April 11 , the most successful faculty and staff campaign ever was
completed at UCF. Led by faculty and staff volunteers from the Co lege of
Arts & Humanities, College of Education. Colfege of Health & PubJfc
Affair~, College of Medicine, College of Nursing and the UCF Foundation,
the campaign raised over $260,000 in just three weeks. The Office of
Annual Giving staff would like to express our sincere appreciation to the
campaign volunteers for their commitment, and to the faculty and staff
who made a contribution.
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Kime throws 2-hitter to beat Miners on Friday
FROM

Al

the second round Kime pitched
a two-hit shutout, her 13th of the
season, while Lane had three
hits with two runs scored on Friday afternoon
A lead-off double put
McClain on base in the third
inning before Lane was able to
reach first on a bunt. McClain
was sent home after a throwing
error by the UTEP catcher on
Lane's steal attempt, scoring one
and sending Lane to third Javier

then singled to bring home
Lane, giving UCF the two-run
advantage.
The final run of the game
came in the fifth inning after
Lane hit a ground-rule double
and stole third base. Lane
reached home plate on a
gr.:ounder by Council to put the
Knights up by three.
UCF's championship appearance against Houston marked
the first time the Knights have
made it to the C-USA finals in
program history.

''We're thrilled to have had
the opportunity throughout the
season to be in a position to be
able to win this," Luers-Gillispie
said. "Being able to go after
Houston on their own field, it
was an exciting experience for
us to come here and get a big
win.''
The championship win gives
the Knights an automatic bid
into the NCAA Tournament
where the team has the opportunity to take home an NCAA
Division I softball title.
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''We're really looking forward to getting on toward the
NCAA Regional," Luers-

decision to get into regionals,
and the girls did that with a
win against Houston"

Gillispie said ''We wanted to
keep it in our own hands and
not make it somebody else's

'

Herold dazzles on Saturday
FROM

Al

a single right back up the middle to give the Knights their first
lead of the night - and the win.
"I was just out there, relaxed,
and there was no doubt in my
mind that I was going to get a hit
and get the job done right
there," Kallstrom said about his
game-winning at bat.
It was the Knights' first
home game since former coach
Jay Bergman was fired on May
1. Interim coach Craig Cozart
said that he was very proud of
how his team has handled itself
with all of the controversy surrounding the program
"This has been a very, very
difficult way for your season to
start to wind down," he said.
"They're showing the resiliency, they are showing the character that we thought that they
had"
Though the Blazers were
chasing the Knights in the Conference USA standings, they
entered the series with the
highest batting average in conference play and stayed true to
the statistics as they knocked
around Kyle Sweat's pitches
through three innings. Sweat
took his lumps as Cozart tried
to save his bullpen for as long as
he could. Sweat gave up nine
runs on 13 hits.
"It was a strange feeling,"
Kallstrom said about being
down by six runs so early.
"Sometimes you tend to panic
in a situation like that, but there
was no sense of panic in the
dugout. I think everybody knew
that if they did their job right,
we were going to win tonight,

no matter what happened"
Among all the offense, it was
the pitching of Caleb Graham in
the midclle part of the contest
that kept UCF in the game. He
held the Blazers to just two runs
over 4.1 innings of work
The Knights' offense didn't
quit Saturday as it compiled six
runs and 10 hits, but the story
was starting pitcher Mitch
Herold. Herold limited the
hard-hitting Blazers to two hits
and no runs in seven innings.
He did it all in 89 pitches.
"Coming off oflast night and
the way things went, as crazy as
that game was, that's exactly
what we had to have," Cozart
said about Herold "Somebody
to go otit there on the mound
and just calm this thing down
and play something that resembled normal baseball for a
change:'
Herold faced only one threat
in his outing. Trailing 3-0 in the
third, UAB put runners on second and third with two outs arid
Keedy at the plate. With a
chance to tie the game, Keedy
flew out to the warning track in
center field Herold retired the
next 11 batters he faced
"I just felt comfortable
tonight," Herold said. "I just
tried to throw strikes and establish the strike zone because last
night, [UAB] came out and just
pounded the ball:'
Lara staked Herold to an
early lead when he ripped a
two-out, two-run single in the
first inning. UAB starting pitcher Beau Pender allowed another run in the second inning
before he completely lost the
strike zone in the third. Nine

·( j

consecutive balls, three consecutive walks and a wild
pitch helped the Knights
add two more runs.
Herold didn't have any
such problems.
"He was dealing," Lara
said of Herold ''He wasn't
just good, he was dealµig.
He was really good tonight.
He had the fastball dancing.
When you call pitches and
he hits his spots, he's pretty
much unhittable."
The Knights attempted
to lock up the seventh seed
in the C-lJSA Championship with a win Sunday,
but results weren't available
at press time. A recap of that
game will be in Thursday's
edition of the Future.
Sunday's game was the
last Conference USA game
the Knights will play before
the conference tournament.
The Knights have the conference bye in the final week
of the regular season, so
their final test before the
postseason comes in the
form of the Clemson Tigers.
The Tigers and Knights will
play a three-game series this
weekend, beginning Friday
at 6:30 p.m. at Jay Bergman
Field

'

UCFends
one of its
greatest
seasons
FROM

Al
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score of 312.
UCF shaved one point
off that score on the second
day, recording a total of 311
behind the play of Detlefsen, who equaled her season low for a round with a
76.

The Knights were familiar with the University of
Georgia Golf Course before
the tournament, having
placed 17th in the Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
held there from March 21-
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Despite the less-thanstellar finish, the Knights
had one of the best seasons
in their history. In addition
to reaching the NCAA
Regionals for the first time
since 2002, the Knights had
four players earn All-Conference USA honors this
season - the most since
the 2001 season when UCF
also made a regional
appearance. Tomimbang
garnere d first-team AllConference honors while
Tang and Connelly were
named to the second team.
Crosby also made the CUSA All-Conference team
after being named to the
third team
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Partial insurance

just isn't enough
I
•

n the state of Florida,
weather-related problems are
a given. Be it hurricanes,
brush fires, floods or tornadoes,
we've certainly had our share of
natural disasters over the years.
Tiris is why we have insurance on
our property. If anything should
happen to it, the property will be
replaced by the insurer. This is
also why insurance premiums are
much higher in Fiorida than in
many other states, but that isn't
likely to change anytime soon
The Future recently reported
on a situation involving the insurance of the buildings here at UCF.
18 buildings on campus are
insured for less than their
replacement value. Of course, 18
out of150 buildings doesn't sound
that bad, right? Unfortunately, the
18 buildings that are underinsured are some of the most
important buildings on campus,
including Colbourn Hall, Howard
Phillips Hall and the majority of
the buildings in the Apollo residence community. Should any of
these buildings be damaged or
destroyed in a natural disaster,
they would not be replaced with
new; up-to-date buildings.
Instead, said Dan Jones,
administrator for the State
Department of Risk Management
property coverage, "Ifyou got an
old junker building and it burns
to the ground, we're not going to
buy you a new building. We only
oweyoutoputyoubackexactly
the way you were prior to the
loss."
UCF currently pays the state
insurance plan approximately

$600,000 annually for insurance
can only play a part in, is to
premiums on all 150 buildings.
reassess the way the state insurBut what good does that do if the
ance program operates. The state
buildings are only partially
currently assesses a building's
insured and they can't be rebuilt
value by factoring in current conbecause of lack of funding?
dition and depreciation, which
The university has looked into starts to increase annually after
purchasing gap insurance cover30 years. This proves problematic
age to make up the difference
for buildings like Colbourn and
between the insured amount and
Phillips Halls because they are
the replacement cost for buildwell over 30 years old Just walkings, but that would certainly cre- ing through them. it is clear that
ate higher premiums and compli- they are very out of date and are
cate policies. The office of
therefore valued less to a properInsurance and Risk Management
ty appraiser. This is almost cerat the university has said they
tainly why the state insurance
haven't even looked into private
plan is cheaper than private
insurance ~d what it might cost
insurers, because the state will
to fully cover the buildings.
only pay for the current value of
Yes, the premiums may be
the building, not for a replaceslightly higher than they are
ment.
·
currently, but it won't be necesThe risks outweigh the costs
sary to have two different poliin this case, and the administracies on one building, and the
tion can't be too conservative
university can be assured that in when it comes to the future of
case of disaster, the buildings
the school
will be replaced with new strucBudget cuts are obviously
tures.
affecting all education systems,
· Either way, the university does not only in Florida, but around
not expect to make a decision
the country as welL While this is
until at least Dec. 31, long after
the case, there are just some
this year's hurricane season will
issues you can't cut comers on,
have come and gone.
and insurance is certainly one of
The first step to solving this
those. Professors need their
problem is to at the very least get
offices, students need their classan estimate from a private insur- . rooms, and on-campus residents
ance company. It may not be as
need a place to live. We would
easy as ''15 minutes can save you
lilce to believe that the adminis15 percent," but it is certainly
tration always has the best intenworth the effort to evaluate all
tions for the future of the school,
other options. Only then can the
so this should be a non-issue.
administration make an informed Insurance is there for the ''what
decision about the insurance
ifs" in life, just in case anything
shortfalls.
should happen, so let's make sure
The second step, which UCF
we're prepared

.Fees -won't benefit
those paying thent
E

ffective July 1, 2008,
incoming freshmen will
have to compensate for a
3 percent increase in tuition as
agreed upon by the administration and the Student Government Association.
Tuition Differential is a bill
that permits the Board of Gov. emors "to establish a uniform
maximum undergraduate
tuition differential that does not
exceed 40 percent of tuition,"
according to the language in
Senate Bill 320.
Students who were enrolled
prior to July 1, 2007 are exempt
as well as students with Florida
Prepaid and graduate students.
What this means is that
degree-seeking freshmen are
being penalized for being born
after 1990.
The bill allows the university
to increase tuition up to 30 percent in increments of 15. After
the Fall semester, tuition will
continue to climb the economic
ladder.
To make matters worse, the
Bright Futures Scholarship that
so many students rely on to alleviate the cost of education will
not cover the tuition differential
Students may have felt this
familiar blow to their pockets
on Oct. 26, 2007 when the Technology Fee bill was passed
·
allowing a "technology fee of up
to 5 percent of the tuition per
credit hour, beginning with the
fall term 2009-2010," which
equates to about $7Z39 per credit hour.
Similar to tuition differential,
neither of these supposed costeffective bills require a student
referendum. In other words, stu9ents are often left vulnerable to
~slative decisions made by
state senators.
~ According to the SB 320, "the
~enue generated from tuition
differential must be spent solely
k>r improving the quality of
4irect undergraduate·instrucipon and support s ervices."
Is that supposed to make ~tu-

,ur

In the end, it is a futile fight
dents feel better? Claiming it is
for the benefit of students is like in which ethics have been ceded
for the benefit of the state unitelling a child "you will underversity system.
stand when you're older."
Originally, it was UF, FSU
It is as if the Legislature is
and USF who wore the team
suggesting that while they are
colors of tuition differential, but
increasing the price of educaonce the criteria allowed it, UCF
tion for an age group that can ·
barely afford college already, we qualified and joined the team.
Our question is, what hapwill be thanking them in the
pens when UCF has the money
end.
to recruit enough professors and
Unfortunately, we predict
quite the contrary. We see a like- staff to all of the departments,
which is what the intent of this
ly decline in university enrollrevenue is described to be?
ment, whether from the deciWill tuition then decrease,
sion of the student or a cap on
will the technology fee be abolenrollment.Furthermore,we
ished and the strain on Bright
anticipate a generation of stuFutures terminated? Not likely.
dents reverting to the days of
Simply put, all of these ecochildhood when they played the
nomic incentives, specifically
game of Life - but this time,
tuition differential, are meant to
instead of choosing the avenue
offset the cost of education and
of college, the majority will
will not visibly benefit the comchoose the unpredictable path
mon student.
to their first job.
We are unsure as to why the
When the technology fee was
legislators even bother to
being debated last year, the
include language in the bill
Board of Governors had a meetmeant to appeal to students,
ing to discuss spring semester
since they are incapable of
tuition. At that time, Chancellor
affecting the outcome.
Mark Rosenberg reported that
We need a solution to higher
the national average for tuition
costs that will not eliminate
is $6,000 a year, while the averopportunities for future stuage in Florida is $3,200.
dents to get the education they
This is the alleged reason
deserve.
behind tuition differential, the
Rather than all of this polititechnology fee and the decrease
cal jargon suggesting that
in funding from Bright Futures.
tuition differential is meant to
But it is also the reason many
generate revenue to improve the
Florida high school students
quality of education, perhaps
stay in-state. It's no coincidence
. the bill should read:
that UCF is composed of 95.9
"The differential tuition will
percent in-state students.
increase the cost of undergradStudents have limited ability
uate education. You, the stuto vocalize or influence any of
dent, have little choice or
these issues. Are our state senaimpact on any decisions we, the
tors really acting in the best
legislature, make. Degree-seekinterest for students, or are they
ing students will be forced to
looking out for the economic
pay a designated amount withfuture of Florida at the expense
out consultation so that your
of the voiceless youth?
respective university does not
SGA does their best to lobby
fall below the national average
on the behalf of students, but
for tuition purposes. But don't
when most senators can't even
worry; this is for your benefit
agree whether to be environand your benefit only. And by
mentally responsible, it's difficult to get a full agenda accomyour benefit, we mean your
university's."
plished
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Wiki will save your
life (citation needed)
to stop it.
Welcome to the first week
When used correctly,
of the summer session. If
you're reading this, there is a
Wtkipedia is a one-stop shop for
information on any topic and
good chance you might be
anything relating to it. It's the
enrolled in a Summer A
world's largest library, right in
course. Be prepared for six
weeks of two-hour classes,
your own home. It's the Smithsonian on your computer screen.
exhausting study sessions and
lengthy research projects. Are
At this point I can see no valid
you worried? Are you·weary
reason why Wtlcipedia should
not be accepted by the education
over the idea that a fourBEN BADIO
Contributing Writer
month-long course is going to
world as a valuable tool One of
the biggest arguments is that
be crushed and crammed into
a measly six week period? Well you
since Wtlci pages are user-edited, inforshould be. Your basketball of a course is
mation found on the site has the potential
about to somehow fit into a session
to be sprinkled with mis-information and
equivalent to the size of a hole on a golf
occasional vandalism. One look at the
structure of Wtkipedia makes this argucourse.
ment absolutely invalid Editing a page
You're going to need tools to get you
through this treacherous time. You're
requires a person to have a Wtlcipedia
account with a login and password If the
going to need Wtlcipedia
Don't listen to those who speak negaperson editing doesn't have a login, his or
her IP Address is publicly documented
tively about Wtkipedia Wtkipedia is the
world's largest and most up-to-date encyUnder this system. purposeful misinforclopedia Whether you are researching
mation and vandalism can be reported,
the French Revolution or advanced Qµan- and the person committing the heinous
tum Mechanics, chances are you can find
act will be stripped of his privileges. All
a plethora of useful information on this
information written on Wtlcipedia is
famed web-research tool Wtkipedia is an
required to be verifiable. If it isn't,
all-you-can-eat buffet of knowledge, with
Wtkipedia will add a tag after the text that
food that's always fresh and new entrees
states "Citation Needed" fu other words,
everyday.
Wtkipedia actually tells you what you
Since its humble beginnings, the Wtlci
shouldn't use in your research. Of course
community has been dedicated to provid- it'd be stupid to cite a Wtkipedia page
ing a realm of well-sourced information
itself in a bibliography or Works Cited
to anyone with access to a computer, free
page; that is not what Wtkipedia is intendof charge; and since its introduction to the ed for. However, there is nothing wrong
world, it has been viewed as an abominawith using the website to gain knowledge
on a subject, and I don't see a problem
tion to post-secondary education Professors speak ofWtkipedia as if it is a cancer, with using Wtlcipedia's sources to aid in
a tumor that must be extracted Countless your own research.
syllabi have stated in balded, underlined
Maybe the post-secondary war over
and italicized capital text, WIKIPEDIA IS
Wtkipedia is just a cover-up. Maybe the
powers that be are trying to quell the popNOT A SOURCR Every time I see those
words, I feel a little hurt inside.
ularity of Wtlcipedia before it grows too
As a published columnist with the
powerful and becomes education itsel£
ability to speak to a large mass of people, I
Imagine a world where there are no
libraries, museums, textbooks, study
feel it is my duty to help professors come
to this realization: Wtk:ipedia is an amazguides or manuals - only Wtlcipedia I
ingly useful tool Wtlcipedia is the future
suppose this is something worth fearing,
of research. There is nothing you can do
but rd be OK with it.
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"How do you feel about
President Hitt's salary?"

AMBER LEN HEYNA

IAN SCHROEDER

JENNIFJB-OEAN

Forensic Science

Computer Engineering

Exceptional Education

"I think it'scrazy that out of aII the
universities in the whole United
States, he's the ninth highest."

"It says something for UCF that
we're doing something right that
we can pay our president that well."

"It would be nice if the money
was handed down toward the students."

JOSEPH SINDAD

MICHAEL YAQUINTO

WAYNE HOWARD

RTV and Psychology

Civil Engineering

"I feel that it makes a lot of sense,
considering UCF is already in the
top 10 as far as size.

"I really don't think it's a problem
as long as it doesn't take away
from student needs."
..

Management

"I don't see anything wrong with
it."

,
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

PAYMENT METHODS
VISA, MC, AMEX, Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICEBUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
100 Help Wanted: General
C
125 HelpWanted:Part-Tlme C
150 HelpWanted:Full-Time C

175 Business Opportunities

B

200
225
250
275
300

B
B
A
A
B

For Rent: Homes
ForRent:Apartments
Roo11m1ates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

~

325
350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets
Services
Announcements
Traver
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted

$450/m 3/1 util/high speed net included
quiet neighborhood and roommates
all new appliances, available now
10 min from UCF and Valencia
954-937-1223 koyapb@ ix.netcom.com
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

B
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Egg Donors Needed lmmed.
$5000 minimum compensation. For
healthy. fit, N/S F 21-29 yrs. w/ no
history of depression. must be
dependable and committed
Info is confidential. Pease Visit:
www.openarmsconsultants.com
Easy Money!
Phone pros needed. Location: Apopka
Make up to $3200/week, 30-45%
commission pay. 1-888-248-1225
Nice 2 bdrm /2.5 bath townhome in
Winter Springs. Quiet , safe
neighborhood. Large screen porch.
Available now . No credit check.
950.00 per month

Workshops offered weekly.
Check our website for specific
workshop dates and times.
Tuesday 11 am - 12pm
Wednesday 1pm - 2pm
Thursday 3pm - 4pm

(

www.
career. ucf. edu
407.823.2361 • career@mail.ucf.edu
I

$$ ATTN: ART MAJORS $$
Creekmore Insurance Group is
holding a conlest to create a B&W
cartoon rendition of a drag boat.

Winner receives $500!
All entries will remain property of
Creekmore Insurance Group.
Boat can be viewed In person, or
onllne at www.thedragboat.com
Submissions accepted via email to
patrick@lifeagents.com or by mall to
Patrick McDaniel at 365 Aulln
Avenue
Oviedo, FL 32765
CONTEST ENDS MAY 31ST

We are now hiring PT and FT Sales
Reps. Accountants, and Clerks.
Candidates must possess techinical
and communication skills . Please email
resume to cs.laura2@gmail.com

125
SALES/OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED!
Job starts beginning of May and
continues through Summer and Fall.
Includes assisting advertising director
and office management duties.
Previous office experience preferred.
Perfect for hard working and
responsible student looking to gain
experience!
$8/hr. plus bonus potential
Email resume and availabilty to
trishai@knightnewspapers.com

UCF sales and relations assistant
needed starting late summer/early
fall. 20 hrs. per week. $8/hr. or
commission, whichever is greater,
and internship credit If applicable.
Communication Majors and Exp. a
plus. Send resume to
heissamJ@KnlghtNewspaper-s.com.

J.W. & Watts Financial Consultants
$$$ NEED A LOAN$$$
'CALL THE EXPERTS 1-877-293-2850
PERSONAL, BUSINESS, HOME

r:T;'ffl FOR RENT:

l~Homes

2 Bd/ 2.5 Ba Townhome with attached
garage fro $700/month. Across the
street from UC F. Income restrictions
apply. Move in Special with mention of
this ad. Call 407-324-7773.

KNIGHTRO

places Classifieds in the

(tntraf Jfodba '1ttun
for as low as $5 an issue!

·O

www.KnightNewspapers.com/ 407-447-4555
classifieds

Regent Park. All
appliances, cable, internet & water
incl. Near UCF 2/2.5 TH in
Cambridge. All appliances w/ rear
yard, Pet OK! More affordable units
available In SE Orlando. Call Marisol
at Exit Realty 407-816-8117 for your
FREE Listi
Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors for ALL
Math incl. Alg, Pre-Cal, Trig, Stats, &
Cale. Contact 407-427-0067.
www.topgradetutoring.com
For Rent 4/2 house with fenced yard
Oviedo 2 miles from UCF"
$1800/month $1000 security
available June. 352-262-2621
Townhomes 1 mi from UCF.
$650/mon.
W/D. Avail now. Call Jim Payne at
Coldwell Banker 407-592-3801.
Ask About Move in Special!
2/2 condo walking distance to park, 3
mi. from UCF. Avail now! Incl. W/D,
$825/mo $500 deposit
407-923-6609
10 min. from UCF, Alafaya Woods,
4/2 Pool Home, Part. Furn. W/D,
Pool Taole, $1,900/mo. plus Elect.
Avail. Mid-May, Ph. 321-544-2369

Short or Long-Term 3/2/2
on Woodbury. Corner lot 4 Miles from
UCF. Pets ok. W/D. Great location!!
Avail ASAP $1500/mo 407-758-8918

Students. Nice, Spacious 4
Bedroom home on large lot 3 mi.
from UCF. $2000/mo. inc. all
utilities, wireless Internet, etc. 850449-4217
NEW TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT in
gated community in Avalon Park
(Spring Isle) 3/3.5/2. Each bedroom
has ifs own bath! Close to UCF off
Colonial and Avalon. W/D, pool and
clubhouse. $1550/mo. Call 321-3771746
AVAIL JULY 1ST

AWESOME EXECUTIVE HOMES!
Responsible & Reliable tennants for:
Waterford Lakes Pool Home: 5bdm,
3bth, Individual rooms or whole house
OR
5 bdrm home and 4 bdrm home in safe
family neighborhood 1/2 mile from UCF!
Email for Pies: RentUCF@yahoo.com
913-908-8185. Referral bonus avail.

NEVER SALES
• Mostly evening hrs 5-9 pm
• Must be at our office by 5pm
• Off Friday and Saturday nights
• About 16-20 hours/wk

3/2 Bank Foreclosure Only $199/mo!
5% down 20 years at %8 APR. More
homes from $199/mo.
For listings, 800-366-9783 x 8904

The Gatherings

• $8 & up

Is now hiring Community Assistants
Want free rent? T hen stop by the office
to apply today; or call 407-673-4401.

Call Donna
407-671-7143

3/2 in Hunter's Trace $1150/mo
Avail ASAP
4/2 in Regency Park $1450/ month
Avail June 1st
3/2 in Summerfield $1095/month
Terri 407-509-4446
www.propman.com

You spend a third
of your life at work.

r:ffl FOR RENT:
[~
Apartments

You shouldn't spend the
other two-thirds dreading it.

$490/mo discounted, Pegasus
Landing, no move-in fees, M/F 4/4, 1
available now, 2 in August gated, furn.,
utilities/cable/internet incl, W/D in unit,
shuttle to UCF, call 321-501-9782.

Now Hiring*

;

New Upscale 2/2 Condo
2nd floor; Single garage; Wash/Dry;
Disp./Dish Dean Rd.&Curry Ford @
417; $975/mo.
407-758-8460 Avail 8/01.

For more information, contact:
Lauren Craft

AVAILABLE
NOW! Great 2/2.5 TH new In

3bdrm/2.5ba townhome located iri
Avalon Park. $1200 p/mon. Pets OK.
All appliances and athletic amenities
included. Larry_UCF@yahoo.com

Conducting opinion
research from professional
Winter Park office

f),

$J.8
$}2

$5

UCF Area- Hawthorne Glenn. Large
2/2.5 All appl. , garage, 1/2 mile bike
ride to UCF $1250/month. 2 students
OK. 407 -232-1706

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

How

Rate C

$}2
$8

Perfect House for

MARKET RESEARCH

r''\
\

Rate B

$8

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

Babysitter Wanted: Caring, resposible,
experienced babysitter for our special
3 year old daughter in maitland. PT,
starting in May. Please call Catherine
at 407-644-2214
Attractive Egg Donor needed to
complete family. Min 5'4 w/bl/gr eyes &
pass Physical Psych exams. Receive
all expense paid trip -airfare, hotel,
meals to top facility in Mumbai, India 814 days+ cash/more. Contact
DaddyWannaBe@live.com

Rate A

407-679-5710

1900 Howell Branch Road
Suite 100

L.aure11_Cr1ft@embarqmail.com

Winter Park, FL 32792

An,e,ican Family Life A55uranc~ Company of Coh,.1mbU$ (Ail«.)

·Available August 1st 2/2 $750/mo in
Sherwood Forest 3/2 duplex $950/mo
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl.
Call Heather 407-937-2900
or 402-208-7577

aflac.com

Wo,i dwide HeadquarteD • 1932 Wynntoo Road • Columbw, Georgia 31999

*Aflac agents ate independent oge.nts and are puid so(ely by comm;s:sion. See Ass"ociate's Agreement.
NADO

8
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HIRID
The following Positions:
Lifeguard • Ride Operator· Food & Beverage Cashier.
Food & Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance. Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

.,,

Great Benefits Including:

~

Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets • College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

•

•

"'I)

0
In Person:

University Court
Suite200
(Univtrsity Blvd. & Rouse Rd.)

By Fax:

407-447-4556

Hpptg

now:

~)

Call: Job line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4 PM
Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive• Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) 345-1005
f/

:,

,,

•

~ ( ~forlba :Jutun· • May 12, 2008
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1 bdrm/1 bath In Elmhurst VIiiage
Luxury Apartments. $839month
Includes cable. Available
Immediately. Lease ends Sept.OB.
Pool, Business Office, Pool Table,
Vaulted Celllngs, Great Neighbors,
No parking problems! A MUST SEE!
rwm@cfl.rr.com 3214315205

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!

•

Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled in the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-in ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
rent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmil@gmail.com

Bedroom for rent in 5/2.5/2 home in
Ashington Park, one mile from
UCF. Use of common areas of the
home and bedroom furnishings (if
needed) with all utilities included.
UCF or Valencia students preferred.
$525 monthly. Call (727) 543-2835 for
info.

•

Student Housing too Noisy and
Crowded? Awesome rooms avail NOW
and for Fall in large homes close to
UCF.
Friendly, safe neighborhood,
with/without util. Pool home also avail.
Don't miss out! RentUCF@yahoo.com
Email for pies 913-908-8185
Condo to share $500/mo. inc. utilities &
Internet, 2/2, laundry, pool, security,
clean, 6 miles from UCF. Phone (352)342-1241

•
•

1 room avail. in 4/2.5 behind UCF. All
Included: Electric, Cable, Laundry, etc.
$425/month. Non smoking,
non drinking. Christian owner.
Call: 407-509-4737
Room for rent in 5/4 BRAND NEW
home in Avalon Park area. Looking for
easy going roommates $600/mo. all
util., internet incl. Theater room Call
Eric 407-575-7323.
Rooms for Rent in furnished 4/Br
home. 1 mile from UCF, off University.
Internet, cable, utilities included. $500
or $600/mo. Avail. Now! (772) 359-2797
2/2 Condo for rent near UCF. Both
rooms availablel!I 575/mo plus 1/2
utilities. Cable already included, gated,
woocj floors, pool and tennis, new appl.
Call 954-294-4365

A15

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

House behind UCF
in Regency Park. Need 2 roommates
who can clean up after themselves. No
pets. 4/2 M/F welcome. Available 8/1.
$405/mo + util. $495 Dep. 12 mo lease.
Ryan: 407-430-5136 or
greatryry@gmail.com
Looking for female roommate to live in
4 bed 2.5 bath house located behind
UCF. Rent is $400 plus split utilities.
Includes wireless internet and cable.
Has W/D, walk-in closets, and nice
neighborhood. Contact Naty at 407683-7413 or natyp84@gmail.com
Looking for roomate for a 3/3 in nvoli
apartments. About $500 a month plus
share of utilities. Lease begins mid
July. Call Alex. (727) 642-4103 or
Email Alexander_ Luxa@hotmail.com.
Make Money! Check out our Great
Homes and receive cash for referring a
friend. Email for pies
RentUCF@yahoo.com 913-908-8185
Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11
$425. $200 sec.dep. All utils incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982
3 rooms avail in 4/2 10 min from UCF
. 2 rooms $525/mo 1 room $490/mo.
ALL UTIL INCL! Avail 8/1 ($150 cap)
Call 813-264-9284
Two rooms for rent. 5 minutes from
UCF on Alafaya. Larger room includes
balcony for $595/month. Smaller Room
is $400/month. Required to pay 1/3 of
electric.If interested in either room
please contact Dana at 407-376-1636

Nice, Furnished Room in UCF
area Avail ASAP. Looking for mature
student. N/S, No pets. $350 dep+
$500/mo util incl. W/D & kitchen
privelages. Call 407-970-6109.
Female roommates needed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from
UCF. $480/mo all included.
Cati Alex (954)913-0832.

< 2 mi. from UCF; wash/dry
Private balcony entrance; internet
Sublease 1/1 in a 2/2 - $500
util. not incl.; (407) 637-6571

Need a place for the Summer?
Male Subleaser wanted for Pegasus
Landing 4/4. $525 mo. Call Akil at
(954)2427307 or email
Aptleaser@gmail.com
Sublease at the Lofts Nowl
Female needed in 4/2
485/mo until August
Call 904 607 4114
F needed, One year lease starting in
Aug. Rent is $575.00 at Boardwalk.
4/4 everything included, private bath.
Call Mia 305-546-9240.

$500 Police Impounds
Cars from $500
Hondas, Chevys, Jeeps and more,
for listings, 1800-366-9818 x v502

PHOENIX FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS,
INC "THE PERMANENT CREDIT
REPAIR EXPERTS". SPECIALIZING
IN ONLINE CREDIT REPAIR FOR
ALL YOUR CREDIT NEEDS
INCLUDING HOME
PURCHASE/REFINANCE, CAR
PURCHASES, CONSOLIDATION OF
STUDENT LOANS .
STUDENT/MILITARY DISCOUNT
AND PERSONAL PAYMENT
OPTIONS PLANS AVAILABLE. DON'T
LET BAD CREDIT RUIN YOUR
CHANCES FOR A BETTER FUTURE!
LET US HELP YOU, FOR MORE
INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 813874-6959 OR TOLL FREE
866-569-7101

300
3/2 Manufactured Home
. 1600sf Split Plan LIKE NEW Home
Warrenty, Appliances Included, 2
Pools, Clubhouse, Minutes to
UCF, Beaches, All Ages. $42K Call
407-281-6732
Why rent when you can ownll
2/2 master suites Condo
Lisa Ingram 321-948-4520
Watson Realty

ROOMMATE WANTED
1 mile from UCF. Male, N/S, Mature,
No Pets. 1 BR w/ Priv. Bath. $550.00.
Avail. Early May: 407-617-822~

2004 HONDA CIVIC VP, 4DR, Only
60K miles, Auto, Blue Ext, Tan Cloth
Int, Original Owner, Excellent Cond,
Hwy50 & Avalon, $9000, 407-489-0591

Donate Plasma!

7
8
4
9

© Puzzles by Pappocom
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

1

6

3 - - 9- - - 4- 9
5
'
7 - . . . -' - 5 6
7
-·
l
3
I 8 ,
-

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

I
I

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Dirty air
5 Qress line
9 f'eriodical
number
t4 Adhesive strip
15 Drake or bull
16 Ermine in
summer
17 Sumatran ape
19 Hotel posting
20 Lascivious
looker
21 Lucci or Dey
23 Landlords
26 Visualize
27 Alt. spelling
30 Methods
32 Moby Dick,
maybe?
34 Route from
home to first
38 Brown shade
39 Stratford's river
40 Rad!
42 Sleeve cards
43 Pop in more film
45 Polyglot
47 Chalk remover
48 Lightly burn
49 Neighbor of
Turk.
50 CD-_
52 Swordsman, at
times
57 Something to
talk about
59 Asinme
60 Pay
63 Orkneys'
neighbors
66 Houston pro
67 Scarlett's spread
68 Yeats or Keats
69 Go bad, as
perishables
70 Part of a dance
71 Caesar and
Vicious
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

1

6

For Sale 1993 Diamante Mitsubishi
with 96,400 miles for only $1,100.
Power loc/windows. crusie control,A/C.
Need to sell fast moving to D.C in 2
weeks, call Michelle 407-879-3764

CHEAP SUMMER SUBLEASE!!!
M/F for 3/3 In newest phase of
Pegasus Landing right across UCF.
Shuttle Incl. $350/mo o.b.o util incl.
Avail. ASAP Call 407-879-5350

utilities, laundry included.
Close to E Col./Dean intsct. $400/mo.
(407) 923-9186 (407) 282-7529

s

suldolku

1I

I
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2bdrm/2bath (Ground Floor) In
Elmhurst Village Luxury
Apartments. $999/month includes
cable. Available June 1st. Lease
ends Sept.JO. Pool, Business
Office, Pool Table, Vaulted
Ceilings, Gym, No parking
problems! A MUST SEE! Contact
Tushar At: mangalshukra@yahoo.com 407-399-4387

1 Bedroom in House. Broadband,

I
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SUBLEASE

•

DOWN
Seal at a bar
Bart Simpson's
mom
October gems
Heredity units
Tex. campus
Chow down
Lamenter's cry

@ 2008 Tribune Madia Servicaa, tnc.
All rights reserved.

8 Program choices
9 Tel Aviv man
1O Comic Laurel
11 Drunkard
12 Abu Dhabi,
Dubai et al.
13 UFO pilots
18 Dog's warning
22 Like summer
rentals
24 Bit of
precipitation
25 "Auld Lang _ •
27 Town near
Florence
28 Bancroft and
Baxter
29 Cook in an oven
31 Makes airtight
33 Actor Bridges
34 Uncovers
35 Cartoonist Tex
36 Battery type
37 Son of Seth
41 Draws
44 Type of spray
46 Object of a
quest

.s,
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AWASH
ARV IE
AWAY
M I N E O
N I N E
WA D S
A E R I E
I N C U R S1 0 N
E G Y P T I A N
E N D E A R
CDS
SUN
TEETHE
S ~RA S O T A
I I N OIi A• S O T • K A R E N
A S S E N T E D
T A L E N T
GAT.FI R
SLA T ER. L ONESTAR
T O T E D ,.!.~ ,B. A N T U L A
I CONIMINEIION I C
F A N S
E N D S
N I E C E
F L E E
T E S T
AC R E S
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Last issue solved
51 Sprays
53 Ginger cookies
54 Capital on the
Red River
55 Finished
56 Takes five
57 Hatcher or Garr

58
60
61
62

C hew the fat
Onc e existed
Small snake
C lassic Pontiac
letters
64 Afore
65 Barroom spigot

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Join Discovery Cove and
Aquatica as a
C

SEASONAL LIFEGUARD

..

This summer, you'll get plenty
of perks, including:

",,.,

........ ~

...------------~--~--~----~- -------------Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
\¥Ww.dciplasma.com

• $9.50/hr
• Free American Red Cross lifeguard
training and certification
Applicants must be 18 years or older with strong swimming skills and
a really positive, outgoing personality. Prior lifeguarding experience a
plus, but not required.

Shallow Water Guards also needed.
Apply in person
Monday-Friday, 9am-5pm
Saturday, 9am-lpm
SeaWorld Human Resources Building
6283 Sea Harbor Drive
(407) 370-lJOB
www.becjobs.com

__.~,

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V

NOW HIRING PART TIME

~

DI SC OV E R.Y C OVE

AqgATICA.

::..0::,,---,,,,_...-Sea\lk>fld .
WATE.RP'AR

SALES REPRESENlATIIE

CLASSIFIEDS
Solve the Sudoku puzzle and Crossword in every issue!

-

(entraf !1loriba ,Uture

Place and view ads online anytime at:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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